Abstract. This paper explores proofs of the isoperimetric inequality for 4-connected shapes on the integer grid Z 2 , and its geometric meaning. Pictorially, we discuss ways to place a maximal number unit square tiles on a chess board so that the shape they form has a minimal number of unit square neighbors. Previous works have shown that "digital spheres" have a minimum of neighbors for their area. We here characterize all shapes that are optimal and show that they are all close to being digital spheres. In addition, we show a similar result when the 8-connectivity metric is assumed (i.e. connectivity through vertices or edges, instead of edge connectivity as in 4-connectivity).
Introduction
The isoperimetric inequality for R 2 states that the area enclosed by a closed simple curve is at most that enclosed by a circle of the same length, with equality occurring only for curves that are circles. This implies two conclusions about circles that are equivalent in the continuous case, but distinct in discrete spaces. It is clear that among closed simple curves of a certain length, a circle encloses a maximal area, and on the other hand, that among curves enclosing a certain area, a circle has minimal length. For discrete spaces there are special shapes that have been proved to have minimal "perimeter", for various definitions of the perimeter, corresponding to the first conclusion. In the context of the Z n grid, Wang and Wang [1] presented an ordering of grid points, such that every finite prefix of the sequence forms a set with minimal boundary size for that cardinality. Similar arguments have been applied to B n (the hypercube of dimension n) and other classes of spaces, and are reviewed by Bezrukov [2] . More results appear in [3] [4] [5] .
This paper is concerned with shapes that are optimal in both having minimal boundaries and having maximal areas given their boundary size. In this way, they are similar to disks. We limit our treatment to the 2 dimensional grid, and provide a characterization of shapes that are optimal in this "double" sense.
We will start with a useful result that illustrates the differences between the double optimality we require and the weak optimality that was imposed before. We seek a tight lower bound on the size of the neighborhood of a general subset of the Z 2 grid for which we know the cardinality i.e. the area. This is clearly a form of isoperimetric inequality. Bounds of this sort were used to prove lower bounds on the efficiency of a multi-agent algorithm for sweeping dynamically growing shapes [6] .
Let A be a finite subset of the Z 2 grid. We define its neighborhood as N (A) = p ∈ Z 2 |d (p, A) = 1 , where d is the Manhattan metric d ((a, b), (x, y)) = |a − x|+ |b − y|. Then the lower bound we seek can be written in the form of an integer sequence n (k) : N → N, defined via n (k) = min |A|≥k {|N (A)|}.
Let us first look at the 2 dimensional case of the sequence described by Wang and Wang in [1] . Every prefix of this sequence is a set of tiles (a shape) that can be described as the union of a discrete sphere (all tiles whose coordinates sum to at most k) and part of the shell needed for the next largest sphere (some of the tiles whose coordinates sum to k + 1). The first elements of the Wang 2 sequence are (0,0), (0,1), (1,0), (-1,0), (0,-1), (1,1), (-1,1). The corresponding shapes can be seen in Figure 1 . Because Wang 2 show that the shape formed by every such prefix has a minimal boundary size for its area, a formula to calculate the neighborhood size of every such shape would provide us with a way to calculate n (k). Geometrically we can say that the boundary size changes whenever the expansion of the outer shell enters a new quadrant. In our approach, we first note that the function n (k) is not affected by a shape that has a non minimal neighborhood size for its area (because it will not be chosen in the min), nor by a shape that has non maximal neighborhood area (since then the shape of maximal area can be used instead). Then at the beginning of the next section we provide an explicit expression for n (k), which we later justify by characterizing the set of shapes that are simultaneously optimal in both having largest area for the given neighborhood size and having smallest neighborhood size given their area.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows -section 2 contains a detailed analysis of the above while section 3 presents an alternative method of producing similar results. This alternative approach is later used with slight modifications to derive similar results under the 8-connectivity metric.
The Isoperimetric Inequality Theorem
We shall next provide the promised explicit expression for n (k), whose first few values are 0, 4, 6, 7, 8, 8, 9 . This sequence already highlights the fact that the fourth shape in the Wang 2 sequence (Figure 1 ) obviously does not have maximal area for its boundary size, because n (4) = n (5) = 8.
is the first pair for which one of the following holds:
where N × Z 4 is ordered lexicographically (with priority to N).
While the formula for n (k) in the above theorem is explicit, one might find this expression somewhat difficult to grasp. However it is easy to understand as a way to fill a simple look up table, the first few columns of which are shown below and which is scanned column first for the first value above or equal to k. Then the column and row of that value provide i and m needed to calculate the perimeter. To gain some geometrical understanding of n (k) in terms of m and i, we reconsider the Wang 2 sequence. This sequence includes among others, some optimal shapes, which are those whose area appears in the table above. As we mentioned, such a shape can be seen as a digital sphere enclosed by a shell of zero to three quadrants. It is easy to see by continuing the sequence that the radius of the digital sphere is m+1 and the number of quadrants is i. A complete correspondence of these areas to all optimal shapes, including small ones, will be proved in the next sections.
Our exploration of optimal shapes that yields theorem 1 consists of two phases. First we show that the optimal shapes belong to a class of simple shapes (section 2.1) and explore the structure common to all the shapes of this class (sections 2.2 and 2.3). Then we use this structure to find which shapes in that class are indeed optimal (section 2.4).
Simple shapes
In this section we present an algorithm that allows us to cover every shape with a simple shape of the same neighborhood size and at least as much area. This will show that only simple shapes may be optimal. We will show how to calculate the neighborhood size of a simple shape, and later on its area.
The set of 4 neighbors of A is written N (A).
Definition 2.
A shape A is called optimal if for every shape B :
A shape is called simple if it can be written as :
We often refer to the sizes of a simple shape as j = j 2 − j 1 ; k = k 2 − k 1 . Sometimes the specific directions do not matter, in which cases we denote w.l.o.g a = min {j, k} ; b = max {j, k}. Note that there may be different shapes that have the same dimensions.
Proof. Let A = {(x, y)} be a set of tiles. Let k 1 = min {k|∃ (x, y) ∈ B ∧ x − y = k} and k 2 = max {k|∃ (x, y) ∈ B ∧ x − y = k}. Let j 1 = min {j|∃ (x, y) ∈ B ∧ x + y = j} and j 2 = max {j|∃ (x, y) ∈ B ∧ x + y = j}. We look at the shape
clearly B ⊃ A. We will show that if A is optimal, B = A. Since B is simple, this is sufficient. On each boundary line there is at least one point that is in A. Let {(x 1 , y 1 ) , (x 2 , y 2 ) , (x 3 , y 3 ) , (x 4 , y 4 )} be on such a boundary, where (x i , y i ) , (x i+1 , y i+1 ) are on non-opposite sides. Note that it is possible that (x i , y i ) = (x i+1 , y i+1 ), for example for A ′ = {(x 0 , y 0 )} all the points are the same, and that we consider the indexes i modulo 4, so that i = 4 ⇒ i + 1 = 1.
W.l.o.g, we assume that
Since there are no vacant columns between x i , x i+1 , A has at least x i+1 − x i + 1 neighbors from above (in each column, the neighbor above the highest tile of A in that column -see Figure 3 ). Doing the same for the other 3 adjacent pairs of points, we find a lower bound on neighbors from the left, from below, and from the right. Note that this bound is tight for shape B, which has no other neighbors, and has all the possible tiles. Then if A = B, A is not optimal, because it has at least as many neighbors, and not as many tiles.
⊓ ⊔ Definition 4. A simple shape A with a = 0 is denoted as degenerate shape.
Note that degenerate shapes behave differently from other simple shapes (for example, in the degenerate case b cannot have odd values, because the Manhattan distance between two tiles on a diagonal is always even).
Lemma 1. The only optimal degenerate shapes have an area of 0, 1 or 2.
Proof. If A is degenerate, then a = 0. We assume by contradiction that b ≥ 4 (see Figure 3) and A is optimal. But the shape B, created by placing all the tiles in the same column has exactly as many neighbors (two horizontal neighbors per tile, and two additional vertical neighbors), and the same area, but is not simple, therefore is not optimal. Then A cannot be optimal. The shapes with b ≤ 3 have areas as described, as can be seen in Figure 7 .
⊓ ⊔
Since we have seen that only a small and finite set of degenerate shapes is of interest to our discussion we shall assume that all simple shapes have a ≥ 1. Lemma 2. Every simple shape has j + k + 4 4-Neighbors
Proof. By induction on j and k. This is true for the shape of two neighboring tiles (i.e j = k = 1), and 6 neighbors. In the induction step, we assume validity for j, k and prove it for j + 1 (same reasoning applies to expansion in k). Adding 1 to j causes one diagonal side (having r tiles) to expand to some direction (an expansion up is illustrated in Figure 4) . As a result, r neighbors in that direction become new tiles, and r vacant beyond those in the same direction become neighbors, not modifying the neighborhood size yet. However, the new tile that is last in the direction of advancement is exposed to a new neighbor from the side. Having been diagonal to an extreme tile in the shape, it was not a neighbor before (i.e. increasing j or k adds one neighbor), thus a shape of dimensions (j + 1) , k has j + 1 + k + 4 neighbors, completing the induction step. 
Expansion
In this section we demonstrate how each simple shape can be described as a "spine" expanded by an iterative expansion process. This process and its effects on the area and neighborhood size of a simple shape is described.
Definition 5. Let A be a simple shape of dimensions j, k. We call increasing each of j, k by two an expansion step.
Note that each expansion step performed on a simple shape adds exactly all of its 4-neighbors. Thus, the number of tiles of the shape increases by j + k + 4, and the number of neighbors grows by 4. See Figure 5 for an example.
Lemma 3. Let A be a simple shape with dimensions j, k. After s expansion steps, its neighborhood grows by 4s and its area grows by E (j, k, s) = s (2 + j + k + 2s).
Proof. The neighborhood grows linearly, being equal to j + k + 4. E (j, k, s) is defined as the number of tiles added to a simple shape by s expansions, therefore :
Spines
Definition 6. A simple shape such that a ∈ {1, 2} is called a spine.
Theorem 3.
A simple shape A can be described as a spine, expanded some finite number (possibly zero) of times. This description is unique.
We shall next show that there are only 4 kinds of spines. Thus, since we know the area added by each expansion step, we can calculate the areas of all simple shapes.
Proof. Of the theorem. If
− 1 times yields exactly A. Then the area of every simple shape is the sum of the area of its spine A s and the area added in the expansions. We note that starting from any other spine will result in the wrong shape -a different initial width (or different number of expansions) results in wrong parity of the final width, and the same spine width but different different length results in a wrong difference between length and width. Therefore this description is unique.
⊓ ⊔ Lemma 4. Let A s be a spine of dimensions a ≤ b, then its area is given by (See Figure 5 ): Later we show that this result, while necessary in our construction, is not tight.
Proof. We assume by contradiction that A is an optimal shape with spine a+4 ≤ b, extended s times. Then we take the same skeleton with b shortened by 4, and expanding it s + 1 times we get B, such that |N (A)| = |N (B)|.
We will now show that |B| > |A|, contradicting the optimality of A. |A| is the sum of spine size and E (a, b, s). First we subtract the tiles from the expansions: If a = 2, in all the variations, subtracting 4 from b reduces the skeleton area by precisely 2, but the expansions more than offset that because a + b ≥ 2a + 4 > 2.
⊓ ⊔ Corollary 1. The dimensions of spines of optimal shapes are a subset of:
Recalling Lemma 4, we note that spines of dimensions {(2, 2) , (2, 4)} mentioned above come in two types. As we saw then type 2 spines have strictly more area than those of type 1, with the same neighborhood. Therefore only type 2 spines can result in optimal shapes. In this context, each set of spine dimensions results in a certain spine area and neighborhood size.
Theorem 5. Let A be a non degenerate optimal shape with dimensions j, k, so that |N (A)| = 4 (m + 1) + i, with i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}. Then :
Proof. Let a, b be the dimensions of A's spine, then remembering each expansion increases the neighborhood size by 4, we see that 4 (m + 1) + i = j + k + 4 = a + b + 4 (s + 1). One conclusion is that a + b ≡ i mod 4, and another is that
. Hence, denoting |A s | the area of the skeleton of dimensions a, b, the total area for such a shape is exactly |A| = |A s | + E a, b,
. Below we have a table describing for each i the possible spines for optimal shapes with |N (A)| = 4m + i, the shape's area for each spine, and the spines resulting in shapes that are sub-optimal for that neighborhood size. i = |N (A)|mod 4 Spine Spine Type Spine Area # of Expansions Total Area Suboptimal 0
Theorem 5 provided a necessary condition for an optimal non degenerate simple shape A. However, although we have shown the optimal area for every specific neighborhood size, we are not done yet. We must show that no shape exists having larger area and smaller neighborhood. This should hold because n (k) is defined so that it is a non-decreasing sequence.
First we note that for any specific m, |A| is strictly monotonous in i. Furthermore, we see that 2 (m + 1)
2 + 2 (m + 1) + 1 = 2m 2 + 4m + 2 + 2m + 2 + 1 = 2m 2 + 6m + 5 > 2m 2 + 5m + 3, then |A| is strictly monotonous in N (A). Thus, all size values in the above result are indeed areas of optimal shapes. Therefore: Theorem 6. The non-degenerate optimal shapes are those simple shapes that when decomposed into spine and expansion have a spine of one of the following forms: (a, b) ∈ {(1, 1) , (1, 2) , (2, 2) , (2, 3) (2, 4)} (these spines appear in Figure 6 ).
Corollary 2. Let A s be a spine with dimension a, b of an optimal shape A, then a + 3 > b.
Corollary 2 is a tighter version of theorem 4, and can now be verified by inspection of the list of optimal spines. Corollary 3. The degenerate simple shapes with areas 0, 1, 2 are all optimal.
All these appear in Figure 7 .
Proof. There are no other optimal shapes with neighborhoods sizes 0 or 4, and the other optimal shapes of neighborhood size 6 also have area equal to 2.
⊓ ⊔
We have now identified all the optimal shapes, degenerate and simple, with explicit expressions for their neighborhood sizes and areas. This allows us to state that every shape of area k has a neighborhood at least as large as that of (every) optimal shape with area ≤ k. From this characterization, Theorem 1 immediately follows. 
Alternative Analysis
This section describes an alternative approach to the grid isoperimetric inequality. Some results similar to those presented in section 2 are rederived, as well as a new result, concerning the 8-connectivity grid metric. For some area k ∈ N let A MIN (k) be defined as the shape of area k whose neighborhood is the smallest, namely :
Four connectivity in Z
Theorem 7. For every positive k, the neighborhood of A MIN (k) is at least as large as this of the largest digital sphere (assuming 4 Connectivity) of size at most k, minus two (an example of a sphere appears in Figure 8 ), namely :
Proof. Let us define four special sets of tiles as follows :
for some very large M . Let us move l ru and l rd to the left and l lu and l ld to the right, until they touch A (by having a tile which is in N (A)). Note that the four lines form a bounding slanted rectangle containing A. Let us remove all the excess tiles of Fig. 8 . The left chart shows an example of a 'sphere' in the grid. Notice that this sphere has a neighborhood of only 16 tiles whereas the shape described in the right chart, is of the same area, but has 20 tiles in its neighborhood.
l ru , l lu , l rd and l ld which are not part of this rectangle, and denote the remaining tiles by slanted-bounding-rectangle(A). For each of the tiles sets l ru , l rd , l ld and l lu let us denote the last tiles of A that are 4 neighbors of the sets (assuming clockwise movement) by 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. See an example in Figure 9 . Let us project all the tiles of slanted-bounding-rectangle(A) between points 1 and 2 to the left, the points between 2 and 3 upwards, the points between 3 and 4 to the right and the points between 4 and 1 downwards, until they all become tiles of N (A). It is easy to see that after this projection each tile of slanted-bounding-rectangle(A) will be a 4 neighbor of at least a single tile of A. In addition, it is impossible that two tiles of slanted-bounding-rectangle(A) will merge in the same spot, since for some projecting direction, there is at most one tile of each projection coordinate (namely, when projecting left there is at most one tile for each Y coordinate, when projecting downwards there is at most one tile for each X coordinate, etc'). Thus, n(A) is at least the number of tiles in slanted-bounding-rectangle(A), namely :
Note that slanted-bounding-rectangle(A) in Figure 9 contains two pairs of tiles which are 4 Connected. For each slanted rectangle R let us define canonicalslanted-rectangle(R) to be the smallest slanted rectangle which bounds R such that canonical-slanted-rectangle(R) does not contain pairs of tiles which are 4 Connected. In other words, assuming that the Z 2 is colored in black and white like a chessboard, canonical-slanted-rectangle(R) is the minimal slanted rectangle that contains R, whose tiles are all of the same color.
Notice that for some slanted rectangle R, in order to produce the canonicalslanted-rectangle(R) (denoted as CR), at most two sides of the four sides of R must be moved by at most one tile. In addition, each time a side of R is moved, its length is increased by at most one. As a result, the number of tiles in CR is at most the number of tiles in R plus 2, namely :
An example appears in Figure 10 . Combining equations 1 and 2 we get :
Let CR(k) be the smallest canonical slanted rectangle which contains at least k tiles. Let a and b denote the sides of CR(k) and let c denote the number of tiles CR comprises. Then :
Let f (a, b) denote the area of a canonical slanted rectangle of sides a and b. Since a canonical slanted rectangle contains (a − 1) slanted rows of (b − 1) tiles and (a − 2) slanted rows of (b − 2) tiles we see that :
f (a, b) = (a − 1)(b − 1) + (a − 2)(b − 2)
We would like to find a solution for the following optimization problem : Let us project all the tiles of bounding-rectangle(B) between points 1 and 2 in 45
• down-left, the points between 2 and 3 in 45
• up-left, the points between 3 and 4 in 45
• up-right and the points between 4 and 1 in 45
• down-right. An example appears in Figure 13 . Clearly, after such projection each tile of bounding-rectangle(B) a 4 neighbor of at least a single tile of B. In addition, it is impossible that two tiles of boundingrectangle(B) will merge in the same spot. Thus, n 8 (B) is at least the number of tiles in bounding-rectangle(B), namely :
∀B n 8 (B) ≥ |bounding-rectangle(B)|
Let R(k) be the smallest rectangle which contains at least k tiles. Let a and b denote the sides of R(k) and let c denote the number of tiles R(k) comprises. Then : c = 2(a + b) − 4 (12)
